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Award Winning POS Handheld Device

Vectron’s POS handheld lets restaurant staff go mobile. Able to run a complete point of sale system, this
powerful yet compact device has won several technology awards for innovation.

Aug. 26, 2009 - PRLog -- Using the same screen and technology as the main POS terminal, staff can take
orders and payments on the floor. 

With full operation even when out of range outside or upstairs, stored data is automatically transmitted back
to the POS system. Ordering and cashing up can be done in an instant with rapid data processing.  

Easy to use, from a stand-in student to the professional waiter , the POS handheld is designed to support the
user in every possible way. 

Ultra-light and shock resistant , it can be easily integrated into existing networks. Roaming capability and
Bluetooth connection for the latest peripherals both come as standard.  A brilliant color display offers
graphical display of pictures and icons. 

Vectron’s mobile POS solution is specifically designed for fast paced, harsh Restaurant environments. Over
1400 Australian sites use Vectron POS solutions including companies like Breadtop, Brunetti, San Churro,
Degani and Movenpick. All their systems can be seen on www.vectron.com.au

# # #

Vectron offer advanced POS and Cash Register Systems for the hospitality industry. Our technologies can
help your reduce cost and increase profit. Whether you are thinking of buying a cash register or upgrading
to a point of sale system, we can help.
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